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The Power of Collaboration
in the Anti-Violence Sector:
The Vancouver and Lower Mainland Multicultural Family Support
Services Society (VLMFSS) requested via email success stories
on the power of collaboration from several governmental and nongovernmental organizations. This Special Newsletter is a collaborative effort of contributions received from five organizations and
an individual. The stories presented are the submissions from
Ending Violence Association of British Columbia (EVA BC), BC
Society of Transition Houses (BCSTH), Dixon Transition Society,
Burnaby Office of the Ministry of Children and Family Development (MCFD), VLMFSS and a woman survivor of violence who
received services from VLMFSS. VLMFSS is deeply grateful for
the contributions to the Newsletter and the funding from the Department of Justice Canada Victims Fund for the Victims and Survivors of Crime Week 2019 to make this newsletter possible.

WHAT IS COLLABORATION1?
From its Latin roots – com and laborare – mean “to work together”. To collaborate is to work in conjunction with others. Collaboration is a piece of work produced by two or more people or
groups working together. This takes on different forms depending
upon the nature of work and the vastness of the goal. Often collaboration involves problem solving at different levels of implementation.
Collaboration between government and nongovernmental sectors
is a vertical structure developed through laws, Ministries, funding
and contractual relationships. At the implementation and service
provision levels, most collaboration is horizontal in nature with employees from various community organizations working collaboratively.
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GOVERNMENTAL LEVELS OF COLLABORATION
THROUGH DEFINED STRUCTURE
The Federal Corrections and the
Criminal justice system work
with the Provincial/Territorial and
the Community-Based Partners.
The Federal jurisdictions include
the Departments of Justice and
Public Safety. The Provincial
Government jurisdictions include
the administration of justice, provincial correctional institutions,
regulation of laws, provincial
probationary parole, law enforcement, and Provincial Police. The diagram below is taken from the website of

Correctional Services Canada
and delineates the organizational structure of Federal Corrections and the Criminal Justice
System. ( https://www.cscscc.gc.ca/text/pblct/sb-go/03eng.shtml ).It shows the collabo-

ration of various stakeholders in
the government and community
partners. The three tiers of this
division of work include the Federal government, provincial government and the community
partners.

“ You must be the change you wish to see in
the world.”
– Mahatma Gandhi

CANADA’S FEDERAL CORRECTIONS AND
CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM CHART
The Department of Public Safety,
a federal jurisdiction, articulates
strategies to address crime in
Canada:
Public Safety Canada provides federal
policy leadership, coordination and program support on many activities
related to crime prevention, law
enforcement, and the rehabilitation of
criminals. The intent is to reduce crime by
collaborating with federal, provincial and
territorial partners to design and deliver
national programs that are
specific and appropriate to regions and
communities. The programs delivered
through these partnerships help provide
the tools, education and
support to effectively reduce, deter and
prevent crime in Canada. ( https://
www.publicsafety.gc.ca/cnt/cntrng-crm/
index-en.aspx)

https://www.csc-scc.gc.ca/text/pblct/sb-go/03-eng.shtml
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DOMESTIC VIOLENCE SERVICES & COORDINATION
The Ministry of Public Safety and Solicitor General (MPSSG) describes the coordination of Domestic Violence Services in BC as:
Through a harmonized approach that
aligns service delivery with broader coordination efforts, the Community Safety
and Crime Prevention Branch works collaboratively across government and with
community partners to address domestic violence and promote coordination.
The Community Safety and Crime Prevention Branch has held a long standing
and important role in addressing domestic violence and currently funds over 400
victim services and violence against
women programs across British Columbia. This includes over 240 violence
against women counselling and outreach programs that provide services for
women and children who have experienced domestic violence and other violent crimes. In addition, the Ministry of
Public Safety and Solicitor General
(MPSSG) funds over 160 Police-Based
and Community-Based Victim Service
Programs, providing emotional support,
information, referrals and practical assistance to victims of crime and trauma.
(See https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/

"If you want to go
fast, go alone. If
you want to go
far, go together."
– African Proverb
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content/safety/public-safety/domesticviolence/domestic-violence-servicescoordination?
keyword=provincial&keyword=policy&keyw
ord=for&keyword=crime&keyword=prev
ention )
The Province of BC acknowledges in its Core
policies and Procedures Manual that the collaboration between government and service providers is essential to be able to account for how
public funds are spent (See https://
www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/family-socialsupports/data-monitoring-quality-assurance/
information-for-service-providers/contractmanagement/ ). The same source identifies that
collaboration includes mutual trust and respect,
understanding each other’s skills and
knowledge that benefits the Ministry, service
providers and clients through clear division of
roles and responsibilities.
Community partners include volunteers, community services, voluntary sector organizations
and contracted agencies .
Establishing a fair justice system involves various levels of government and community partners, and a model that includes partnerships of
contractual and voluntary services.

POWER OF COLLABORATION
SUCCESS STORY: ENDING VIOLENCE ASSOCIATION OF BC
EVA BC
EVA’s Community Coordination
for Women’s Safety (CCWS) model
is a “working group between various sectors that respond to violence against women established to
resolve systemic issues, provide
technical expertise related to regional or local practice, legal or
policy related questions”.
CCWS assists BC communities to
develop new models or improve
upon existing models of crosssectoral coordinated response to
violence against women. Coordination brings together various
sectors that respond to violence
against women — including community-based victim services,
Stopping the Violence counselling
and outreach, multicultural outreach programs, sexual assault/
women assault centers, police,
child protection, corrections, transition houses, hospitals, Indigenous services, settlement programs and others to ensure that
all services work together as effectively as possible with the common
goal of keeping women and their
children safe from violence

The collaborative nature of
CCWS’ work continues to
make a huge impact towards increasing the safety
of women through improved coordination and
service response. It’s many
successes in effecting
change at local, regional
and provincial levels proves
beyond question the value
and importance of collaboration.

The Ending Violence Association of BC’s flagship program, Community
Coordination for Women’s Safety (CCWS), is a success story rooted in the
power of collaboration, one that has also engendered other effective and
far-reaching collaborations over time.
Established in 2001, CCWS is a highly successful outcome of the work of
local and provincial women’s organizations and several key BC Ministries,
including the Ministry of Public Safety and Solicitor General. The program
is the result of several years of consultation and coordination by EVA BC
with groups across the province seeking to improve their community response to violence against women. The CCWS program’s development
and start-up work was managed through a partnership between EVA BC
and Victim Services and Crime Prevention Division (VSCPD) of the Ministry of Public Safety and Solicitor General.
Since its inception, CCWS has been guided by a diverse Provincial Working Group that includes senior personnel from government, police, child
protection, corrections, Indigenous leaders, Immigrant and Refugee services, such as Vancouver & Lower Mainland Multicultural Family Support
Services and MOSAIC, and other community agencies. The Working
Group meets twice a year to discuss the challenges of policy and program
implementation and looks at ways to resolve those challenges. In February
2019, attendees were welcomed to the 38th meeting of the CCWS Provincial Working Group.
By creating the opportunity for discussion and analysis across disciplines,
culture and agencies, Working Group meetings provide a forum for actively
resolving systemic issues. Recommendations and strategies developed by
the Working Group are brought forward through the various leaders represented at the table, including relevant federal and provincial government
ministries, police/RCMP and provincial non-profit organizations. Working
Group members also provide technical expertise regarding regional or local practice and legal or policy-related questions. This information is used
by CCWS staff to help communities or regions effectively resolve local or
regional issues.

Key members of the Working Group from the beginning who gave voice to
the challenges faced by immigrant and refugee women in our province
were VLMFSS founder Shashi Assanand, Ninu Kang of MOSAIC, and immigration lawyer Kamaljit Lehal. Over time, collaboration within the Working Group has led to other successful partnerships, such as the three-year
project undertaken by EVA BC, MOSAIC and VLMFSS to consult, analyze
and take action to address policy gaps that compromise the safety of immigrant, refugee, and non-status women who are in Canada who experience
domestic or sexual violence. This project initiative, The Safety of Immigrant, Refugee, and Non-Status Women Project, was completed in March
2011.
By Staff, Ending Violence Association of BC
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SUCCESS STORY: BC SOCIETY OF TRANSITION HOUSES

BCSTH
BCSTH is a member-based
provincial umbrella organization. It collaborates on multisite /partner projects with various transition houses, safe
homes and PEACE programs
across British Columbia.
“The power of collaboration is
demonstrated by shared
knowledge across different sectors, leading to practical solutions that ensure the voices of
women with lived experience
are heard and they see that
they truly are not alone”

VLMFSS, ensures that
BCSTH’s work is responsive
to the safety and wellbeing
of women, children and
youth in BC.
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The BC Society of Transition Houses (BCSTH) is a member-based
provincial organization to over 120
Transition Houses and Safe Homes
and 86 PEACE programs across
BC. Through leadership, support
and collaboration, BCSTH enhances the continuum of services and
strategies to respond to, prevent
and end violence against women,
children and youth.
BCSTH collaborates on multi-site/
partner projects that are focused
on, and informed by, the priority
needs of member programs serving
women and children fleeing violence. The success of BCSTH projects, such as Building Supports,
Getting Home and Reaching Out
with Yoga, relies on collaborating
with provincial and federal ministries and community partners who
are integral to engaging women
with lived experience in these conversations.
The Building Supports Project:
Housing Access for Immigrant and
Refugee Women Leaving Violence,
is a 4 year community-based project and successful collaboration
aimed at identifying, understanding
and addressing the

barriers immigrant and refugee
women face in accessing housing
when leaving abusive relationships.
Co-led by BCSTH, the British Columbia Non-Profit Housing Association, and The FREDA Centre for
Research on Violence against
Women and Children, this project
incorporated two Advisory Committees (AC): one comprised of local
and provincial community partners,
anti-violence and multicultural
agencies, housing providers, and
provincial and federal ministries;
and the second comprised of immigrant and refugee women with lived
experiences of violence.
Among the many community based
organizations and BCSTH member
programs that supported and assisted with Building Supports, Vancouver & Lower Mainland Multicultural Family Support Services Society (VLMFSS) was central to its
success, with Shashi Assanand,
then Executive Director, sitting on
the AC, and other key staff assisting with focus group recruitment,
facilitation, and translation…

Community-based research projects like Building Supports rely on
organizations such as VLMFSS,
who have existing relationships
with, in this case, immigrant and
refugee women, to safely and
successfully invite them to add
their voices. Without existing relationships with collaborating service providers, women with lived
experiences of violence are often
reluctant to share their experiences and recommendations. In fact,
because of the support of community-based agencies like VLMFSS
fostering the involvement of women with lived experience, the second phase of the Building Supports resulted in an unexpected
positive outcome – the BCAB
(British Columbia Association of
Broadcasters) award winning Provincial Awareness Campaign, You
are Not Alone. A particular concern and an unanticipated finding
of the initial research was that immigrant and refugee women experiencing violence have apprehen-

sion and concerns about accessing certain services, including
Transition Houses, due to
misinformation and misconceptions. Thus, despite not
being an original component
of the project, but highlighted as a significant barrier,
the Building Supports team
and the ACs developed the
successful multi-language
and multi-media awareness
campaign to address the
identified issues.
The power of collaboration
is demonstrated by shared
knowledge across different
sectors, leading to practical
solutions that ensure the
voices of women with lived
experience are heard and
they see that they truly are
not alone. Collaborating
with our vibrant partners,
such as VLMFSS ensures
cultural responsiveness.
By the BCSTH team

“Individually, we are one drop. Together,
we are an ocean."
– Ryunosuke Satoro

Contracted service providers have collaborations
that are more hands on in assisting women survivors
of violence. All efforts address the crisis, problem
solve, increase safety and alleviate anxieties that the
women and children face.
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SUCCESS STORY: DIXON TRANSITION SOCIETY
Dixon is proud to collaborate with multiple organizations in order
to ensure that the needs of the women and children we serve
are being met and to work together to reduce the impacts of domestic violence. We believe that addressing violence against
women and children is a responsibility of the community, so collaboration plays an essential role in our support and advocacy
work for women and children fleeing violence.
In order to ensure that the families accessing our services are
provided with a continuum of care, it is essential to work with the
other agencies who might be supporting the family. Since families have intersecting needs, it is important to work together,
with the consent of the women and children, to ensure that the
needs of each family are being met. We often work with the
Burnaby ICAT (Interagency Case Assessment ) team, the police, victim services, multicultural workers, other transition houses and second stage programs, legal aid lawyers, social workers from the Ministry of Children and Family Development, intake workers from Income Assistance and individuals at other
organizations who are providing support. We also work closely
with our volunteers including our master gardeners, grocery
shoppers, and boutique organizers who dedicate their time in
helping us provide safe healing spaces for the families in our
programs.
When we supported a mother with four children, collaboration was essential in ensuring the family was able to heal from the violence they experienced. Because of their multiple intersecting needs and some language
barriers, we needed to look for and work with other professionals in order
to meet all the family’s needs. We were able to establish a “care team” in
order to support this family. The team included a multicultural worker, social worker, the local elementary school, BC Housing, legal aid, counsellors, multiple Dixon staff, a translator, and even medical clinics, all of
whom were pivotal to ensuring that the family could rebuild their lives.
With support from the care team, the family was able to secure safe and
affordable housing after their time at Dixon Transition House.
By Lucia Stokovac

"A single arrow is easily broken, but not ten
in a bundle."
– Japanese proverb
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SUCCESS STORY: MINISTRY OF CHILDREN AND FAMILY DEVELOPMENT, BURNABY

None of us, including
me, ever do great
things. But we can all
do small things, with
great love, and together we can do something wonderful."
– Mother Teresa

The story of Sally is only one of many success
stories through collaboration of many professionals. The outcome
may not always be like
Sally’s. However it is
my belief that with collaboration, we can support victims to journey
to a life of safety.

The following is a success story
from MCFD (Ministry of Children
and Family Development), Burnaby of how working together works
in building the road to safety
Sally (pseudonym) who, was severely assaulted by her partner and
her children called police to report.
Her children reported that
this was not the first time
and they have witnessed
other physical assaults
towards Sally by her partner.

MCFD social worker and Sallys
Vancouver & Lower Mainland Multicultural Family Support Services Society’s Community Based Victim
Support (CBVS) met with Sally regularly together to support Sally during
her decision making process. Both
workers clearly shared with Sally the
different potential outcomes, next
steps based on her different decisions. These regular meetings made
it clear to Sally that her MCFD social
worker and victim support worker
were on the same page and team in
supporting her and the children.

Sally and her children
were immediately connected with Vancouver &
Lower Mainland Multicultural Family Support Services for victim support.
Ministry of Children and
Family Development
(MCFD) social worker
connected Sally’s children
with the children’s counsellor through Vancouver
& Lower Mainland Multicultural Family Support
Services, as the social
worker knew it would provide culturally responsive
and anti-violence, trauma
focused therapy. The children’s school principal
was also informed by the MCFD social worker of the new court conditions which would not allow contact
between the children and the abuser.

Sally’s victim support worker and
MCFD social worker collaborated
with RCMP domestic violence unit to
report all breaches by Sally’s abuser. Sally was always informed of the
police outcome and process in a
timely manner as there was constant communication with police.

As with many victims of violence,
the abuse does not stop even with
court orders or physical separation
from the abuser. The abuser continued to defame Sally through various
avenues. Sally was requested to
testify in criminal trial as the abuser
pled not guilty. Sally contemplated
to not testify at criminal trial so the
charges would be dropped and considered giving her abuser another
chance again.

With help of Sally’s victim support
worker, Sally was also able to connect with family justice counsellor to
work on formalizing a parenting time
court order. The family justice counsellor, victim support worker and
MCFD social worker all communicated to ensure that any future parenting time orders would ensure
Sally and the children’s safety.

After months of contemplation, Sally
decided that she would testify in
criminal court and determined to
permanently leave her abuser. Sally’s victim support worker and
MCFD worker collaborated with
crown counsel to support Sally’s
preparation for criminal trial and assist Sally with understanding the trial
process. Her victim support worker
accompanied Sally to all court related appointments. Sally knew that
testifying in trial would be difficult,
but there was a team of individuals
to emotionally and practically support her.

By Athina Lai
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REFLECTION OF A WOMAN, ON COLLABORATION,
A RECIPIENT OF VLMFSS SERVICES
Mariana wrote: “in helping people in need,
collaboration between different services trying to help the victim is vital. Often, the victim will need assistance in several aspects
at the same time, which fall under different
types of services, and often the victim will
not have the knowledge or understanding of
different mandates of various agencies and
who can do what for the victim. Very often,
victims do not have the time, capacity or re-

sources to reach out to all that is offered and
to follow up on all the referrals to various
agencies, finding it frustrating running in circles. The victim is not able to identify their
own needs and which services can help to
what extent. Perhaps collaboration between
different agencies should be made more formal and mandatory, instead of relying on
proactive approaches and goodwill of individuals working for them”

“ Lets Work Together to
End Family Violence ”
ABOUT VLMFSS
The Vancouver & Lower Mainland Multicultural Family Support Services Society provides
wrap around support services for immigrant/
refugee women and children victims/survivors

Mother and Child, By Nora Patrich

of various forms of violence (domestic violence, intimate partner violence, familial violence). These women and children face multiple intersecting barriers such as, lack of
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knowledge of the English language and the
resources available in the community, lack of
understanding of how Canadian systems work
and lack of support from their own families
and friends. VLMFSS provides support at various stages of seeking help: intake call or
drop in, exploring the options of leaving an
abusive relationship including accessing a
transition house, support while seeking refuge
in a transition house and after she leaves the
transition house. This involves connecting the
women to services and assisting them in accessing the various available resources and
navigating the systems in a seamless manner
through the assistance of the multilingual and
multicultural workers. The collaboration with
specialized community service providers is
focused on the well-being of the women being
served with emphasis on reducing the chances of being re-traumatized. The coordinated
efforts within the organization strive to provide
easily accessible and effective services for
the women and children. The culturally responsive collaborations between various community partners and VLMFSS take place at
various levels of the organization including the
Executive Director and various programs such
as the multicultural outreach program, community-based victim services, and PEACE
program. In solidarity with organizations in the
anti-violence sector, both teamwork and collaborations are utilized to serve the diverse
communities in BC.

EXPLORING EMERGING THEMES
FOR FUTURE COLLABORATION
Non-profit organizations have historically been responsible
for addressing human pain and suffering. Power of collaboration to ensure a life of safety for all is a tall order requiring
varied expertise, skills and personnel besides the strength
to hold up to challenges and persevere against all odds.
Every organization working in the anti-violence sector is required to work and coordinate with several partners to protect the best interests of the victims and survivors of violence. The list is long and includes the Police, RCMP, Transition House workers, MCFD workers, social workers, BC
Housing, Ministry of Social Development and Innovation,
Immigration lawyers, Family Lawyers, Legal aid workers,
Legal advocates, Duty Counsel, Multicultural Outreach
workers, Victims Support workers, PEACE (prevention, education, advocacy, counselling and empowerment) workers,
settlement workers, settlement workers in schools, interpreters, medical practitioners, psychologists, mental health
workers, drug and addiction workers, Corrections personnel
and Stopping the Violence counsellors.

WHY IS THE COLLABORATION OR
THE TEAMWORK NECESSARY?
1. The problem is huge and continues to be a personal and societal
challenge.
2. As a result, no one group has all
the resources and wherewithal to
respond.
3. Since the challenge is societal,
the response needs the cooperation and coordination of various
aspects of the community to show
unity in purpose and commitment.
4. If the survivor and victim suffers
due to loss of support and alienation from the family/community,
the support is recreated through
coordination of services to assist
and empower them in their journey to a safer life. This collaboration increases capacity of each
community partner, increases the
network of relationships, collectively strengthens and reforms the
system, accommodating new ideas, resulting in effective and appropriate services.
The power of Collaboration comes
from the belief that violence is a
crime; from the synergy of combining
the forces from various sectors and
the passion to prevent and stop violence to create a safe society.
“Collaboration demands engagement,
dialogue instead of debate, inclusion
instead of exclusion, shared power
instead of domination and control,
and mutual learning instead of rigid
adherence to mutually exclusive positions.” (Chrislip, David, 2002)2
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COLLABORATION DEMANDS ENGAGEMENT
The Canadian government envisages
the public safety of its people which is
operationalized through the provinces
and territories. The provincial government ministries in turn fund community
and community-based partners
through contractual relationships. The
community partners comprising of
multitude non-profit organizations implement and deliver the programs and
services that build and bring safety in
diverse communities.

The article “Community safety and
well-being: Concept, practice and
3
alignment”, (Nilson, 2018) provides
the following model for moving forward

in a collaborative model of all the sectors coming together to achieve
shared outcomes. Any consistent collaborative effort demands common
shared values and policies across
sectors and partnerships to encourage
alignment. The model suggested
brings together various audiences
from federal, provincial and community practitioners. The outcomes of this
collaboration are maximized through
engagement and dialogue among service providers and all levels of the
government—federal, provincial and
municipal.

Suggestions for future momentum in CSWB (Community Safety and Well-Being)

(Community Safety Knowledge Alliance Nilson, 2018)3
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At present collaborations among community
partners are multi-disciplinary, with multi-site/
partners, inter-disciplinary, involving multiple
sectors and organizations sharing knowledge,
addressing systemic issues, finding practical
solutions and collectively addressing systemic
barriers. All these collective energies are directed toward finding a way to express the will
to stop and prevent violence. “Nonprofit policy
networks in BC readily accept the value of the
sector to society in general and communities in
particular, but collaboration is inconsistent. To
date no one policy network is seen as a leader
for the sector as a whole.” (Elson, 2015)4

"It is the long history of humankind (and animal kind, too) that
those who learned to collaborate
and improvise most effectively
have prevailed."
– Charles Darwin

Women of VLMFSS
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In the words of Stephanie Cadieux,
Minister of Children and Family Development (BC Provincial Domestic
Violence Plan, 2014):
Those working and supporting children, survivors and perpetrators of domestic violence are most acutely
aware of what’s working and what’s
not. Although much has been done in
BC to address domestic violence and
collaborative models of practice exist,
there is much more to be done to ensure safety in relationships.

Editor’s note: This Special Newsletter
broadly explored the power of collaboration in
the anti-violence sector at various levels of
government and in the community. These
may not represent all the models of collaboration in the sector. The success stories shared
in the Newsletter show that the power of collaboration comes through sharing knowledge,
expertise, vision, competencies, experience
and practices all with a superordinate goal of
preventing violence and building safety in the
community. Understanding existing gaps and
the need for expanding the collaboration is
beyond the scope of this Newsletter.

Editorial Team:
Lakshmi Bhagavatula
Executive Assistant

Eyerus Felek
Administrative/Web Assistant

Maria Socorro M. Nguyen
Executive Director

Harjit Kaur
Clinical Supervisor

Sylvia Caberio
Multicultural Outreach/ Volunteer Coordinator
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SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR COLLABORATORS
This Special Newsletter could not have been
possible without the Collaboration of several
individuals and organizations. The staff of
VLMFSS provided ideas, suggestions and
information for contacting potential contributors to the Newsletter, and helped with reviewing and proof reading the drafts. The readiness and enthusiastic response from the organizations that contributed to the Newsletter
set the tone to the collaborative effort. The
success stories shared by the organizations
and their readiness to do so has made this
truly a powerful collaborative effort.
This Newsletter presents a glimpse of the
Power of Collaboration and does not capture
a full picture of the collaborative models in the
anti-violence sector.
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